**Bedside Report Guide**

1. Introduce oncoming nurse and “manage up”
2. Brief history of procedure & name/stage of pathway, any information not in WIZ-HED
3. Verify ID band
4. Verify mask for CPR at HOB
5. EMU rooms side rail padding, O2, Ambu bag
6. Check IV site
7. Verify correct IVF & rate
8. Verify PCA or Epidural, any overdue meds in Admin RX
9. Follow lines to the patient
10. **LOOK UNDER THE COVERS:**
    - Check incisions
    - Dressings
    - Drains and tubes
    - Foley
    - Ostomy
11. Check other equipment:
    - CPM
    - Wound Vac
    - Cervical Collar/Brace
12. Check pain score and discuss pain management
13. Report limitations, WB status, amb. diet
14. Verify trach supplies in room if applicable
15. Restraints or sitters needed
16. Airborne or contact precautions
17. Discharge teaching and planning
18. Ask patient if they have anything to add
19. **USE DRY ERASE BOARD**